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Release notes for conveyancers
Changes for lawyers and conveyancers as part of Landonline Release 3.11.
This release covers these issues and enhancements:
Find Dealing/Request screen not always highlighting the dealing in the workspace tree (#finddealing)
Māori Land Flag Message and Business Rule wording changes (#maoriland)
Changes of Email address details need further validation (#emailchanges)

() Find

Dealing / Request screen not always highlighting the
dealing in the workspace tree
Searching for edealings or requests via the Find Dealing/Request screen did not always
highlight the selected dealing in the workspace tree.
The Find Dealing/Request screen is used to locate exactly where a dealing or request can be found in the
Workspace Tree view.

Where a search was performed on dealings associated to another person in the firm and a dealing was
selected from the Search Results area, the system displayed the folders for the person with the dealing
under All Work, but the dealing itself was not highlighted.
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This has been fixed to ensure the dealing does have focus in the tree after the search is completed.

() Māori

Land Flag Message and Business Rule wording
changes
To improve usability two small changes have been made.
1. Māori Land Report that accompanies Searches:
To make the report more usable it has been changed to appear with larger font and in a slightly
reformatted layout. The information conveyed though is unchanged:

2. Business Rules T115:
Business Rule T115 checks that appropriate certifications have been made for Māori Land. There
has been a cosmetic update to the Business Rule failure item from how it used to display:
Certificate of title <x> is flagged as having Māori Freehold land status. Compliance with the Te Ture
Whenua Māori Act 1993 may be required
to
Certificate of title <x> is potentially Māori Freehold land. Compliance with the Te Ture Whenua
Māori Act 1993 may be required.

() Changes

of Email address details need further validation

Additional checks on email addresses have been added to Landonline
Landonline runs some checks on email addresses when they are added to the system e.g. via My Details
as part of a persons contact information. However checks weren’t being run when existing email
addresses were updated, but this has now been rectified.
There is still a requirement for people to carefully check email addresses when these are added or edited
as the system can only run basic checks and not verify all of the details.
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For reference, the checks that are performed are as follows:
1. Only valid characters are used, and a single @ character appears between the local and domain
parts.
2. That a 'full stop', if used, is not at the beginning or end nor used consecutively. For example the
following is a valid address “a.little.lengthy.but.fine@dept.example.com
(mailto:a.little.lengthy.but.fine@dept.example.com) ”.
As noted – please continue to carefully check email addresses on entry.
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